The ultrasonic weak short-pulse responses of microbubbles based on a two-frequency approximation.
The ultrasonic short-pulse responses of microbubbles are of interest in cavitation, transient responses, and contrast imaging. We extend the two-frequency analytic solutions of Newhouse and Shankar [J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 75, 1473-1477 (1984)] to approximate the short-pulse responses of microbubbles in a low-amplitude field. Based on their results, there is an expected component near dc in the spectrum of bubble echoes excited by a short pulse. Here this component is named the low-frequency response, and its theoretical properties are verified experimentally. Including the fundamental and second-harmonic components, the weak short-pulse responses of microbubbles include three types of response. Our work has determined the constraint conditions under which this approximated solution can be used to analyze these short-pulse responses. This paper also provides the amplitude and spectral properties of these responses. The low-frequency response has a special bandwidth-dependent property and has potential applications in imaging and bubble sizing.